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Seismic potential of weak, near-surface faults revealed
at plate tectonic slip rates
Matt J. Ikari* and Achim J. Kopf
The near-surface areas of major faults commonly contain weak, phyllosilicate minerals, which, based on laboratory
friction measurements, are assumed to creep stably. However, it is now known that shallow faults can experience
tens of meters of earthquake slip and also host slow and transient slip events. Laboratory experiments are generally
performed at least two orders of magnitude faster than plate tectonic speeds, which are the natural driving
conditions for major faults; the absence of experimental data for natural driving rates represents a critical knowledge gap. We use laboratory friction experiments on natural fault zone samples at driving rates of centimeters per
year to demonstrate that there is abundant evidence of unstable slip behavior that was not previously predicted.
Specifically, weak clay-rich fault samples generate slow slip events (SSEs) and have frictional properties favorable for
earthquake rupture. Our work explains growing field observations of shallow SSE and surface-breaking earthquake
slip, and predicts that such phenomena should be more widely expected.

Identifying areas that are at risk of earthquake damage, either directly or
indirectly from associated tsunamis or landslides, requires a reasonable
expectation of how major faults in a particular region are expected to
slip (1). Many long-standing tenets of fault and earthquake mechanics
are based on an assumption that stronger materials are associated with
slip instability responsible for earthquake generation. In particular, in
Kanamori’s (2) asperity model of earthquake rupture, the strong fault
portions (asperities) rupture during earthquakes and generate highfrequency radiation, whereas regions associated with postseismic creep
are designated as weak. This is supported by laboratory friction experiments showing that weak materials such as phyllosilicate minerals (that
is, clays and micas) tend to suppress stick-slip behavior (3, 4) and also
exhibit velocity-strengthening frictional behavior (that is, an increase in
strength in response to faster driving) (5), which is favorable for stable
fault creep (6). Combined with seismologic observations, this has led to
the development of the “seismogenic zone” model, in which earthquake
nucleation occurs at a depth of several kilometers rather than extending
to the Earth’s surface in most cases (7, 8). Above the seismogenic zone,
shallow aseismic behavior is associated with initially weak, unconsolidated sediments that require diagenetic transformation (and associated strengthening) before seismogenesis is possible at greater
depth, as indicated by laboratory experiments (9, 10). In the field, the
discovery of the extremely weak mineral smectite in the central San Andreas Fault in California has been used to explain why this portion of the
fault creeps (11).
However, despite the widespread acceptance of the asperity model
and seismogenic zone model, several recent observations raise doubts
concerning their general applicability. For example, great Mw (moment
magnitude) ~9 earthquakes such as the 2011 Tohoku event demonstrated
that coseismic slip can propagate all the way to the trench (12), through
material considered to be “aseismic” (13). Shallow slow earthquakes have
been observed within accretionary prisms (14), and also on the central
San Andreas Fault (15, 16), suggesting that weak, clay-dominated fault
regions should not necessarily be classified as “stable.”
It is important to recognize that the established framework for
understanding fault slip behavior is primarily based on experimental
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studies performed at driving velocities of ~10−7 to 10−4 m/s (or roughly
within a range of micrometers to millimeters per second). This is too
fast to simulate plate convergence rates of several centimeters per year
(17) or on the order of ~10−9 m/s (in the range of nanometers per
second). Similarly, many long-duration slow slip events (SSEs) exhibit
slip velocities that are lower than 10−7 m/s (18) and therefore cannot
be replicated by standard friction experiments. Surprisingly little
information has been obtained through friction experiments where
the slip velocity is slower than ~10−7 m/s, and only for analog materials
such as granite, calcite, halite, or halite/muscovite mixtures (19–21)
rather than natural fault gouges. However, plate convergence velocities
are perhaps the most important factor controlling fault slip behavior
because they represent the boundary condition for slip on plate boundary faults.
Here, we investigate the frictional behavior of natural fault zone
materials recovered by scientific drilling projects targeting subduction
zones [Japan Trench (22), Nankai Trough (23, 24), Costa Rica (25),
Barbados (26), and Cascadia (27)], continental strike-slip faults
[San Andreas Fault (28) and Alpine Fault (29)], and a detachment
normal fault [Woodlark Basin (30)] (Fig. 1). All samples were recovered
from a depth of less than 1 km, except the San Andreas Fault sample
(~2.7 km); therefore, we tested our samples at 20°C and 10 MPa effective normal stress to approximate the in situ condition (table S1).
Following Ikari et al. (31, 32), shearing was performed on powdered
samples mixed with a 3.5% NaCl brine in a single–direct shear
configuration to measure the coefficient of sliding friction m = t/sn′,
where t is the shear strength and sn′ is the effective normal stress. In
our tests, we sheared the samples at 10 mm/s for 4 to 5 mm to establish
steady-state shear geometry and residual friction level, and then decreased the slip velocity to a value ranging from 5.3 to 8.5 cm/year
(1.7 to 2.7 nm/s) for at least 2 mm, thus simulating realistically slow
tectonic driving velocities (see the Supplementary Materials). We then
increased the velocity by a factor of 3 to determine the dependence of
friction on driving velocity. For comparison, we also conducted a set of
experiments with velocity steps at higher slip velocities commonly used
in typical friction experiments. We evaluate all changes in slip velocity
in our experiments and consider them in three groups: (i) a decrease
from the initial rate of 10 mm/s to rates of centimeters per year and a
threefold increase from rates of centimeters per year; (ii) a decrease from
10 to 0.1 mm/s and increases from 0.1 to 0.3 mm/s and 0.3 to 1 mm/s; and
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Fig. 1. Study areas. World map showing the locations of scientific drilling where the samples tested in this study were recovered. Triangles/diamond, subduction
thrusts; squares, transform faults; circle, normal fault. See the Supplementary Materials for references pertaining to geologic rates. Map courtesy of the International
Ocean Discovery Program JOIDES Resolution Science Operator.

(iii) increases from 1 to 3 mm/s, 3 to 10 mm/s, and 10 to 30 mm/s. The
dependence of friction on velocity is evaluated with the parameter a-b =
(mo − m)/ln(V/Vo), where mo is the steady-state friction coefficient at an
initial velocity Vo and m is the steady-state friction coefficient at a final
velocity V (33). In most cases, we use an inverse modeling technique
(34) to determine a-b. As applied to fault slip, positive a-b (“velocity
strengthening”) is favorable for stable fault creep, whereas negative
a-b (“velocity weakening”) is a requirement for frictional instability
and therefore favorable for earthquake slip (6, 33).
RESULTS

We observe that when V = 1 to 30 mm/s, velocity-strengthening friction
is mostly observed except in the stronger samples (Cascadia and Alpine
Fault), and an inverse relationship between fault strength and a-b is observed, consistent with an earlier work (5) (Fig. 2). At lower driving velocities of 0.1 to 1 mm/s, a mix of positive and negative a-b values is
observed. When plate tectonic rates of centimeters per year are used,
velocity-weakening friction is mostly observed and occurs for every
sample except the Woodlark Basin and the San Andreas Fault, even
though friction coefficients (considering here mo) range as low as 0.15.
Our data demonstrate that under naturally slow driving rates, weak
materials from natural fault zones exhibit a tendency for unstable slip,
which is not recognized in typical laboratory experiments and previously only seen in a few studies using generally stronger materials (granite,
calcite, and halite) as fault gouge analogs (19, 20).
Velocity-weakening friction, however, is not the only indicator of
unstable slip. Under constant driving at slip rates of centimeters per
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year, several of the gouges in this study also exhibited strength perturbations interpreted to be experimentally observed SSE. Such perturbations are characterized by a stress drop concurrent with a measureable
increase in the sample slip velocity (31). In most cases, these slow
events are only observed at the lowest sliding velocity (that is, at plate
rates). However, SSE also appeared during shear at slightly higher velocities for samples from the Woodlark Basin (16 cm/year), Barbados
(16 and 40 cm/year), and the San Andreas Fault (25 cm/year). SSEs in
the San Andreas Fault sample were only observed at 25 cm/year, and
not at slower rates of 5 or 16 cm/year. SSE stress drops range from 20
to 870 kPa, and peak slip velocities range from 8 to 84 cm/year. The
data set as a whole shows that events with larger stress drops tend to
reach higher peak slip velocities (Fig. 3), a phenomenon also observed
in recent laboratory studies targeting frictional stability transitions in
fault gouge (35, 36), and is thus consistent with SSEs being slow frictional instabilities.

DISCUSSION

The appearance of frictional instability at very slow driving rates suggests that it arises from a process that occurs over time scales much longer than the duration of typical laboratory experiments. For fault gouge,
in general, time-dependent plastic deformation at grain-scale asperity
contacts drives strengthening via growth in real areas of contact; if
the slip velocity increases, this growth mechanism is more limited because of faster replacement of contacts, causing the fault to be weaker at
the higher velocity, resulting in velocity-weakening friction (33). At typical intermediate shearing velocities, time-dependent strengthening
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Fig. 2. Frictional properties. Velocity-dependent friction parameter a-b as a function of the coefficient of friction immediately preceding the velocity change. Data for
standards from Ikari et al. (5) and Japan Trench data from Ikari et al. (31, 32). Symbols and colors follow those in Fig. 1.

5 – 8.5 cm/year

Fig. 3. Experimental SSE characteristics. Peak slip velocity as a function of %
stress drop for laboratory-generated SSE. Circled data points indicate SSE generated at slip rates higher than 8.5 cm/year (see table S1 for details). Symbols and
colors follow those in Figs. 1 and 2. Japan Trench data from Ikari et al. (31).

rates (or “frictional healing” rates) are significantly larger for strong
framework minerals compared to weak phyllosilicates (37). Recent
experiments using the same smectite-rich San Andreas Fault gouge
tested here demonstrated that advanced healing appears at much longer
time scales (on the order of days) compared to typical friction
experiments (38). Thus, extremely slow slip rates are required to allow
advanced healing during shear, which causes velocity weakening in
weak, phyllosilicate-rich faults.
The velocity-weakening frictional behavior of our gouges likely
produces the laboratory SSE we observe. Several of our study areas exhibit both laboratory and natural SSEs, which occur shallower than a
depth of few kilometers and hence would be outside the seismogenic
zone. This includes a shallow (~6 km) SSE offshore Costa Rica (39),
tremor activity associated with slow slip off the central/southern coast
Ikari and Kopf, Sci. Adv. 2017; 3 : e1701269
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of Oregon (40), SSE at a depth of <4 km on both the northern (16) and
southern (15) ends of the San Andreas Fault creeping section, and lowfrequency earthquakes (a faster form of slow slip) within the accretionary prism in the Nankai subduction zone (14). Two large SSEs
were observed before the 2011 Tohoku earthquake within the eventual
rupture area, demonstrating that SSE and ordinary earthquakes can
occur on the same fault patch (41). Our laboratory data suggest that
SSEs can be considered frictional instabilities; therefore, their occurrence is diagnostic of unstable fault portions.
The unstable nature of the fault gouges we demonstrate here could
facilitate the propagation of coseismic rupture and slip at shallow
depths, because the velocity-weakening property we observe at very
low rates allows stress drops and energy release (6). We note that the
velocity weakening we observe does not necessarily guarantee the occurrence of coseismic rupture, which is controlled by several other
factors such as the energetics of a rupture propagating from elsewhere
on the fault (42), the preexisting shear stress level on the fault (43), the
dynamic behavior of the material at high (centimeters to meters per second) slip velocities (13), and the elastic properties of the fault
surroundings (6, 33, 35). In some cases, velocity-strengthening friction
at intermediate rates may be expected to resist rupture propagation by
acting as an energy sink so that instabilities nucleating on the shallow
portions of faults may be arrested earlier, resulting in the occurrence of
shallow SSE rather than ordinary earthquakes (44, 45). The question of
what specific conditions cause fault instability to eventually result in coseismic slip warrants further study; however, the common occurrence
of SSE and velocity-weakening friction at slip rates of centimeters per
year in our laboratory experiments reveals the possibility of such instability. This newly recognized ability of shallow faults, including weak
faults containing phyllosilicate minerals, to host earthquake slip should
be a consideration worldwide.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

For this study, we tested 10 natural samples, all obtained from fault
zones by scientific drilling (table S1). The samples were tested as powdered gouges and prepared by air drying fragments of the whole-round
core, which were then crushed with a mortar and pestle to a grain size of
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We measured the shear strength t throughout the experiment,
which we used to calculate an apparent friction coefficient m
m¼

t
sn′

ð1Þ

We considered the shear stress as one entity and did not distinguish
between the cohesive and frictional portions of the shear strength. The
velocity dependence of friction, measured as the frictional response to
a step change in velocity, is described by the relations


V
m ¼ mo þ a ln
Vo







V o q1
Vo q2
þ b1 ln
þ b2 ln
Dc1
Dc2

dqi
Vqi
; i ¼ 1; 2
¼1
dt
Dci

ð2Þ

ð3Þ

where a, b1, and b2 are dimensionless constants; q1 and q2 are state
variables (units of time); and Dc1 and Dc2 are critical slip distances over
which friction evolves to a new steady-state value (33, 47). If the data are
well described by a single state variable, then Dc1 = Dc2 and we take b2 =
0. To account for the possibility of one or two state variables, we defined
b = b1 + b2. Equation 3 is known as the “Dieterich” or “slowness” law,
which describes the evolution of the state variable q. Although other laws
may be used, we chose this law because it describes how friction can
change as a function of time even in the limiting case of zero slip velocity,
which has been verified experimentally (33). The individual RSF (rateand state-friction) parameters a, b1, b2, Dc1, and Dc2 were determined by
inverse modeling using an iterative least-squares method that also
accounts for elastic interaction with the testing machine by incorporating
an expression for the system stiffness k (friction/displacement) (34)
dm
¼ kðVlp  VÞ
dt

ð4Þ

Conventionally, (Vlp − V) is defined as the difference between true
fault slip velocity V and the remotely recorded load point velocity Vlp.
The apparatus stiffness k includes the forcing blocks and support structure, and also the sample itself. For our apparatus stiffness (3.8 kN/mm)
and sample dimensions (5 × 10−4 m2), k = ~1 mm−1. The modeling
procedure described here also allows the removal of long-term slipdependent friction trends to avoid biasing and more accurately determine
the friction velocity dependence (47). An example of experimental friction data for a velocity step and the inverse model are shown in fig. S1B.
Although the modeling technique is a more robust method for
determining a-b, it is difficult to apply to large, negative velocity differences and therefore was not used for the decrease from the background
velocity to plate tectonic velocities. In these cases, we measure the
difference in steady-state friction before and after the velocity step as
Dmss = mo − m and use a reduced form of Eqs. 2 and 3 to calculate the
velocity dependence of friction as
a‐b ¼

Dmss
D lnV

ð5Þ

An example of an a-b value determined by this method is shown in
fig. S1C. Determination of “steady state” is an approximation by which
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<125 mm. Data from samples from the Tohoku region of the Japan
Trench, tested as intact cylinders trimmed from whole-round cores,
reported by Ikari et al. (31) were also included. The powders were then
mixed with simulated seawater (3.5% NaCl brine) into a stiff paste and
cold-pressed into the sample cell, which houses a cylindrical volume
(25 mm in diameter, 30 mm in height) within two stacked steel plates.
The brine was also used for the nonmarine transform fault samples
(San Andreas and Alpine faults) for consistency and also because
the San Andreas Fault pore fluid contains a significant amount of ions
(46). The sample cell was flooded with seawater and thus tested in a
fluid-saturated condition. The samples were confined by the sample
cell and were not jacketed. All tests were performed in a climatecontrolled room at a constant temperature of 20°C.
For our experiments, we used a GIESA RS5 direct shear apparatus
(fig. S1A) (31, 32). Constant normal stress was applied to the top face of
the sample with a vertical piston, controlled by a servo system with a
proportional-integrative-derivative controller. We applied a normal
stress of 10 MPa, appropriate for our samples that were recovered from
depths of <1 km, with the exception of the San Andreas Fault sample
that was recovered from a depth of ~2.7 km (table S1). The samples
were then consolidated until the change in sample height over time
became negligible. The time allowed for consolidation was at least
overnight (~18 hours) and, in some cases, several days. The sample
was allowed to drain at the top and bottom faces via porous metal frits;
the top is open to the atmosphere and the bottom to an open pore fluid
reservoir within which the sample cell sits to prevent desiccation. Although we did not directly control the pore pressure, we sheared the
samples only after the sample height was constant and assumed that
any excess pore pressure that may have developed during loading
dissipated during the consolidation process. Therefore, in our
experiments, we assumed that the applied stress equaled the effective
normal stress (10 MPa) acting on the sample (pore pressure = 0).
The data from Ikari et al. (31, 32) for the Tohoku sample were obtained
at an effective normal stress of 7 MPa. We further assumed that because
the sample maintained zero pore pressure during the experiment, the
frictional behavior we observed was not attributable to fluctuations in
pore fluid pressure.
To induce deformation, the lower plate was displaced horizontally
relative to the top plate by an electric motor, inducing planar (that is,
localized) shear within the sample. The shear load was corrected for
the shear resisting force of the interface between the two plates of ~9 N.
For our samples, which have an area of 5.07 × 10−4 m2, the resolution
of the load cells is 0.30 kPa in normal stress and 0.15 kPa in shear
stress. Fluctuations due to electrical noise were estimated to be
±~0.4 mm in displacement and ±~2 kPa in load. We used two potentiometric displacement sensors with a resolution of 0.8 mm (Fig. 1).
The first sensor measures displacement directly at the sample cell,
which represents the shear displacement of the sample without effects
of apparatus stiffness. The second sensor measures displacement at
the horizontal load cell (that is, the loading point displacement). By
using the two sensors, we may (i) observe apparatus stiffness effects
and (ii) confirm that the observed shear perturbations are occurring
in the sample, rather than being artifacts of the driving apparatus.
We measured the horizontal stiffness to be 3.8 kN/mm under a
normal stress of 7 MPa; the stiffness of the apparatus was not modified for these experiments. The driving mechanism uses a stepper
motor with an update rate of 0.19 Hz and a step width of 0.015 mm,
which produces a minimum time-averaged displacement rate of
1.7 nm/s.
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no obvious slip-hardening or weakening trends are present where the
measurement is made. In cases where a clearly linear slip-dependent
trend is superimposed on the data, this trend may be removed by applying a constant correction factor (47).
Where SSEs were observed, we measured the stress drop Dt from
the shear stress record. SSEs were confirmed by the occurrence of a
distinct increase in slip displacement, and thus slip velocity, in the
sample concurrent with the stress drop (fig. S2). Comparison between
sample displacement and sample slip velocity with records of the load
point displacement and load point velocity shows that the perturbations are only observed at the sample and not at the load cell; this
confirms that the SSEs are occurring in the sample and are not an
artifact of the apparatus.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
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